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Abstract
This paper introduces a new context modeling
approach for the business process management field.
The proposed approach aims at identifying and
formalizing the contextual knowledge relevant to
business processes in order to be able to adapt
business processes according to the context. This
approach has the particularity to be generic and
extensible; it can be integrated with many business
process modeling approaches. It is based on
ontologies and has two layers, i.e. generic layer and
specific layer. Throughout the paper we compare the
proposed approach with the related work in order to
clearly demonstrate why we propose this approach.

1. Introduction
In the current economic, organizational and
technological environment, the context in which
business processes are executed is constantly
changing. The context can be related to the
organization, to the actors, etc. This fact requires to
define adaptive and context-aware business process
engineering approaches. The definition of adaptive
and context-aware business process models is of a
great interest. However, solutions proposed for this
area are limited. Indeed, most existing approaches
that address the adaptation of business processes do
not take into account the context. Instead, they focus
on the intrinsic means of changing the process model
and its instances after a need for change is observed.
These approaches take into account only the reactive
part of the adaptation and ignore stimuli for change,
i.e., the context. However, we believe that taking into
account this stimuli and its impact on the behavior of
process is essential to ensure the adaptation of
business processes since Knowledge related to the
context is an essential resource for adapting business
processes.
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Several approaches that stress the importance of
supporting the context and dealing with context
awareness in the business process engineering have
been proposed [24], [25], [26], [2], [27], however,
these approaches are insufficient and no appropriate
context model for the BPM has been defined.
Likewise, research on adaptive business processes
focus essentially on mechanisms to capture the
variability.
As the context constitutes the proactive part of the
business process adaptation, hence it is a stimulus for
change that affects the execution of a business
process. The major advantage of context-awareness
in a business process modeling approach is the ability
to use contextual information to adapt the process.
This paper proposes a new approach and a metamodel for the context representation in the field of
BPM called: CM4BPM (Context Meta-Model for
Business Process Management). Our aim is to be able
to identify and to formalize the factors whose
variations require changes in the processes execution,
i.e. context. The proposed model aims at taking into
account contextual factors which are explicitly
related to business processes and representing
dependency situations on the context.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as
follows. In the next section, we present the related
works. Section 3 presents a meta-model for the
context presentation and details the concepts
introduced in the proposed meta-model. We
introduce in section 4 a context model which is based
on ontologies. Finally, we conclude with section 5.

2. Background and related work
2.1. Context awareness
There are many approaches that deal with context
awareness in several areas, such as service

engineering [14], [19], communications [6], [32],
ubiquitous computing [34], multimedia [17] and
business process engineering [5], [7], [40]. Several
definitions of context have been proposed, however,
there is no real consensus on the definition of this
concept since it is used in many research fields. The
context is defined by Chihani et al. [8], [9] as all
information intrinsic to an entity, e.g. user, which can
be acquired and made explicit in order to enable them
to adapt their behavior to the state of the entity.
According to Chihani et al. [8], [9] the context is
related to facts, to rules and axioms that can be used
to describe the state of an entity, e.g. user, device, at
a given time. As well, most definitions of context
mention the location as an essential element of the
context [5].
Winograd [41] highlights that the word context
has been adapted from the language field, composed
of con (with) and text, refers to the meaning that must
be deduced from the adjacent text.
Dey [10], [11], [12] provides the following
definition: Context is any information that can be
used to characterize the situation of the entities that
are considered relevant to the interaction between a
user and an application, including the user and the
application themselves.
[23] provides four axes of context definition on
which most researchers agree:
- There is no context without context: the notion of
context should be defined in terms of a purpose. For
our part, the objective sought is the adaptation of
business processes.
- The context is an information space that serves the
interpretation: the capture of the context is not an end
in itself, but the data captured must serve a purpose.
In our case, the data are interpreted in order to better
serve the business actors.
- The context is an information space shared by
several actors, e.g. user, system.
- The context is a space of infinite and evolving
information: the context is not fixed but is built over
time.
The context-awareness is considered as a
particular type of formal logic in which theories and
artificial intelligence algorithms, e.g. inference rules,
can be applied in order to automate the deduction of
new contextual information and reasoning on facts
about the representative state of the user [8], [9]. It is
a field that was initiated in the course of nineties
through the work of Schilit and Theimer [30 ] and
Schilit et al. [29], These studies define contextawareness as the ability of an application to discover
and react to changes in the environment where the
user [29]. A system is considered to be context-aware
if it is able to collect context information, detect

changes in relevant context, and make an intelligent
and automatic adaptation to the current state of the
environment [29]. Salbert et al. [28] define the
context-awareness as the ability of a system to act in
real time with data from the context. Dey et al. [10],
[11] consider that a system is context-sensitive if it
uses contextual information for providing useful
information or services to the user. The value
depends on the task of the user.
Moreover, many works use names close to the
notion of context awareness such as “adaptive” and
“reactive system”.

2.2. Context modeling
The context modeling permits the description and
the structuring of the contextual information. Several
models are available for different context domains.
There is a multitude of classifications that have been
proposed for context models based on the data
structure used for the description and exchange of
context [5], [9] and [13]:
- The Key-value models (or attribute-value [10], [11]
and [42]: the context is represented as a pair
(attribute, value). The attribute represents the name of
the contextual information. The value represents the
current value of this information. This method has the
advantage of being easily implemented. Indeed, the
management of the context consists in browsing the
list of available contexts. However, these models lack
expressiveness since they do not represent the
relationships between contextual information [4], [8],
[9]. This method has been used in particular by the
first models proposed such as those proposed in [10]
and [42].
- The models based on XML [36] and [18]: they use a
hierarchical data structure. The depth of this structure
depends on the context described.
- The models based on MDA (Model Driven
Architecture) [8], [9], graphical models [33]: this
modeling approach is used to create high-level
models or models which conform to MOF (MetaObject Facility).
- Graphical models: RDF is a language for describing
labeled directed graphs. It is based on triples (subject,
predicate, and object). The subject is the resource
being described, the predicate is a type of property
that can be applied to this resource, and the object
represents data or other resource. Each triplet is an
oriented arc labeled with the predicate, where the
source node is the subject and the destination node is
the object. [34] is based on RDF schemas for
modeling context.
- Logical models: the context is expressed as a set of
facts or rules. The main disadvantage of this type of

modeling is its high level of formalization [13]. This
method is used in [1].
- Models based on ontologies: this approach seems to
be the most promising; it allows to specify concepts
and relationships between different components of
the ontology. On the other hand, this method allows
to add semantics to contextual elements [13].
Ontologies have been widely used in modeling
context e.g. [17], [14].
It seems essential that business processes
engineering approaches have a model for the
representation of contextual information.

2.3. Context awareness in BPM
There are many approaches that deal with the
context awareness in the business process
management. These approaches give various
definitions of the context. It is defined in [35] as the
set of circumstances in which a business process can
be used. According to Born et al. [7], the context
defines the environment in which a business process
is used. They define the business context as a
description of a specific business circumstance.
Rosemann et al. [24], [25] define context as the
minimum set of variables containing all relevant
information impacting the design and the
implementation of a business process.
In BPM, the contextual information can be
classified into several categories reflecting the nature
of the information observed and treated. Rosemann et
al. [24], [25] propose a categorization of contextual
information using the concept of layer: (i) the
immediate context which includes those elements
that go beyond the constructs that constitute the pure
control flow, and covers those elements that directly
facilitate the execution of a process, (ii) the internal
context which covers information on the internal
environment of an organization that impacts the
business process, (iii) the external context which
captures elements that are part of an even wider
system whose design and behavior is beyond the
control sphere of an organization, and (iv) the
environmental context which resides beyond the
business network in which the organization is
embedded but nevertheless poses a contingency
effect on the business processes. It captures the
overall environment as a system with comprehensive
boundaries. Balabko et al. [2] distinguish two types
of contextual information, i.e. the state and the
behavior of a role. UN / CEFACT [35] introduced the
concept of business context and specifies it as a
group of eight categories of context : (i) the context
of the business process: it is the description of the
business process, the business activity, e.g. purchase,

or the business partnership, e.g. interaction between
partners to achieve a goal, (ii) the context related to
the products: it includes various types of information
about products or services used by a business
process, e.g. goods, (iii) the context related to
markets: it characterizes a given business sector,
business partners, (iv) the geopolitical context: it
includes the geographical, the political or the cultural
influence on the business process, (v) the context
related to formal constraints: it represents the legal or
government restrictions, (vi) the context related roles:
it concerns information on the actors of a business
process, (vii) the context related to support roles: it
concerns information related to non-partner roles, e.g.
data required by a third party shipper, and (viii) the
context related to the system capacity: it captures the
limitations of the systems. Born et al. [7] propose a
context meta-model for classifying the contextual
information into categories of context. The authors
give examples of categories, e.g. industry, geography,
period, but do not define a fixed set of categories. In
[7], each class of context refers to several context
values. Furthermore, Saidani et al. [27] propose a
taxonomy for categorizing contextual information
which includes four types of contextual information :
(i) the context related to the location, (ii) the context
related to time, (iii) the context related to resources material and human -, e.g. age, and (iv) the context
related to the organization, e.g. organizational
structure.

3. The proposed context meta-model
In this section, we introduce the different
concepts used to describe the contextual information
and the relationships between them. Figure 1 shows
the CM4BPM meta-model. We present in light gray
color the concepts that are not belonging to the
context meta-model, but which are related to the
meta-model concepts. As the figure shows, the
context meta-model is independent from any process
meta-model. The two meta-models are related
through the class Business process component (BPC)
that belongs to a business process meta-model and
Contextual situation which belongs to the proposed
context meta-model. A business process component
is a general concept which represents a part of the
business process model, i.e. an activity, a subprocess, a task, a sub-process, etc. This relationship
expresses the fact that a business process component
cannot be executed unless one or more contextual
conditions are met. It also expresses the influence of
the context on the selection of the adequate business
process component during the adaptation.

Figure 1. The proposed context meta-model
The concepts of the proposed meta-model are
described in the following:
- Context entity: the context is structured using the
concept of Context entity. This concept represents a
part of the contextual information. Examples of
context entities are: Actor, Environment and Process.
This concept is similar to that of context entity
defined by Wang et al. [38], [39]. Context entities are
of two kinds: context attributes and contextual
relationships.
- Context attribute: each context entity is represented
by a set of context attributes. A context attribute is a
measurable atomic characteristic which makes
explicit contextual information. For example, the
Actor entity can be characterized by the following
context attributes: Availability, Experience.
- Contextual relationship: the context entities are
connected together by contextual relationships. For
instance, the context entity Actor is linked to the
context entity Location by means of the contextual
relationship Is located at.
- Context element: this concept allows to characterize
a context entity that can be a context attribute or a
contextual relationship. A context element may be
relevant to one or more goals of the process. For
example, the context element Actor availability is
relevant to the goal Manage loan request.
Context elements are of two kinds: static or
dynamic. A context element is static if its value is
fixed, e.g. Date of birth. A context element is
dynamic if its value can change dynamically, e.g.
Date, or vary, e.g. Location of an actor. Table 1
shows a partial definition of the context entities and
the context attributes; it gives the value type and the
method of capture of each context attribute.
- Method of capture: the method of capture specifies
how the value of a context element is determined.
The measurement can be done by logical or physical
sensors, e.g. GPS, electronic agenda, RFID, etc. The
value of the context element can be deduced from the
values of other elements using inference rules which
are defined simultaneously with the definition of the

context model. The method of capture can be implicit
for context element values which are obtained for
instance by the access to the information system or to
the electronic agenda. The method of capture can also
be explicit if the values of the context element are
provided explicitly.
- Contextual situation: a contextual situation is
defined by one or more context elements with the
associated values. The following table gives some
examples of entities and context attributes that can
characterize these entities according to the business
domain. We specify in the table the value type of
each attribute and the associated methods of capture.
Table 1. Partial definition of entities and context
attributes
Context
entity

Context
attributes

Value type

Boolean

Experience

Boolean

Structure

String

Availability

Boolean

Sharing

Boolean

Satisfaction
state

Boolean

Duration

Time

Deadline

Time

{Explicit,
Implicit
(access to the IS)}

Nature

Enum
{mandatory,
optional}

{Explicit,
Implicit
(access to the IS)}

Date

Date

Hour

Hour

Zip code

Integer

City

String

Resource

Goal

Process
Functional
entity (task,
…)

Time

{Implicit (access to
an electronic agenda,
access
to
the
information system
(IS)), Explicit}
{Deduced, Explicit,
Implicit (access to
the IS)}
{Explicit,
Implicit
(access to the IS)}

Availability
Actor

Organizatio
nal unit

Method of capture

Location

{Explicit, Deduced,
Implicit (access to
the IS)}
{Explicit, access to
the IS }
{Explicit,
Implicit
(access to the IS)}
{Explicit,
Implicit
(access to the IS)}

{Implicit (access to
the IS), Explicit,
Deduced}
{Implicit (access to
the IS), Explicit}
{Explicit,
Implicit
(access to the IS),
Deduced}
{Explicit, Deduced,
Implicit (access to
the IS)}

4. A context ontology for BPM
Many studies evaluate different methods of
context modeling [5], [8], [8], [13] and [31] show

that ontology-based models have a greater
expressiveness and meet better the requirements and
the goals of the context modeling. These studies
justify the use of ontologies by the following reasons:
- An ontology allows the knowledge sharing in a
distributed system.
- An ontology includes declarative semantics
allowing the development of reasoning on contextual
information.
- With an explicit representation of a common
ontology, the interoperability of applications is
ensured.
Moreover in [17] a set of needs and goals related
to the context ontology design are defined which are:
- The simplicity: the terms used and the relationship
should be as simple as possible in order to facilitate
the developers’ work.
- The flexibility and the scalability: the ontology
should support the simple addition of contextual
elements and new relationships.
- Genericity: ontology should not be limited to a
particular type of context, but rather take into account
different types of context.
- Expressiveness: the ontology must allow describing
the context in detail.
For all these reasons, we chose to adopt a model
which is based on ontologies in order to provide a
simple, flexible and expressive context model which
facilitates sharing knowledge and making reasoning
on contextual information, in particular to deduce
new contextual information from provided ones.
In this section, we introduce a context model
which is an instance of the meta-model introduced in
the previous section. The proposed context model is
based on ontologies and has then the particularity to
be generic and extensible. Thus the contextual
information can be structured and stored using the
proposed model.
The nature of the contextual information is related
to the business domain, e.g. information systems
engineering, BPM, ubiquitous computing, etc. For
the BPM field, we consider contextual information
all information reflecting changing circumstances and
having an impact on the business process design and
execution. The activity duration, the actor experience,
the resource availability, time and place, are
examples of relevant contextual information for the
BPM field.
We distinguish two types of contextual
information:
- Contextual information which are independent of
business domain and business processes, e.g. the
actor availability, the process execution duration.
- Contextual information which are dependent of the
domain or of the business process. For instance, in a

loan handling business process, the significance of a
loan request can be considered as a contextual
information that is relevant to the business process.

Figure 2. The two levels of the proposed context
model

As well, some types of contextual information
may be common to many business areas (e.g.
location of an actor) while others are specific to a
given domain, or organization(s). We believe that
engineering approach adaptable business processes
must be able to consider different types of contextual
information independently of the business domain,

process and organization and should not be limited to
information context relevant to one area and not
relevant to other areas.
Most approaches that support context awareness
and provide a categorization and / or modeling
contextual
information
consider
contextual
information independently of business processes
[25], [26], [27], [28].
We propose to model the contextual information
similarly to [39], on two levels:
- A generic level that is independent from the
business domain and the business processes. This
level will be expressed with an upper ontology.
- A level that is specific to the business domain and
to the business processes. This level will be
expressed with domain specific ontologies.
The proposed separation into a generic level and a
specific level ensures, on the one hand, the flexibility
in the definition of the contextual information which
is specific to a given business domain, and on the
other, the reuse of general concepts.
In the following, we begin by describing the
generic level of the proposed model, and then we
describe the domain specific level.

4.1. The upper context ontology - Context
model of generic level
The upper ontology represents the generic level
and describes the general characteristics of the
context entities that are common to all business areas.
Our goal is to define a context model for BPM,
we have identified a minimum set of context entities,
e.g. environment, and context elements, e.g. is
located at (see Figure 2), that we consider to be
relevant to all business processes and business fields.
We have identified the context elements that are
related to the actor, to the process, to resources and to
the business environment that seem essential for the
representation of the context in BPM. Context
entities and context elements that we suggest can be
extended according to the business needs of the
organization. Figure 2 shows the upper ontology that
defines the set of concepts currently used in business
processes including for instance the following
context entities: Actor, Organization, Process, etc.
Each of these context entities is associated with
contextual relationships allowing to express its
relationships with the other context entities.
We have identified the following main context
entities for the upper ontology:
- Process. It includes the contextual factors that may
characterize a business process such as the
performance time.

- Environment. It includes the contextual factors that
characterize the process runtime environment such as
the spatial and the temporal factors.
- Goal. It includes contextual factors related to the
business process goals and to their satisfaction. For
example: Goal satisfaction.
- Organizational entity. It is used to represent the
contextual factors characterizing the organization
such as the characteristics of the actor workplace, the
type of the organizational structure, e.g. hierarchical
structure, transversal structure.
- Actor. It represents the contextual factors related to
the actor, such as personal characteristics, e.g. the
age, the location, as well as the characteristics in
relationship to the actor work, e.g. the participation,
the mobility, the tasks he is trying to achieve). Other
factors reflecting the relationship between the actors
can characterize the Actor entity, such as the
collaboration and the communication quality.
- Resource. It includes the characteristics of business
objects, such as the availability of a resource.
- Functional entity. A functional entity represents the
characteristics of functions, activities, tasks and subprocesses that compose the process, such as task
duration or documentation.

4.2. Domain specific context ontologies Specific context model
Context ontologies specific to business domain
define the details of general concepts and their
characteristics in specific business fields and
according to the application needs. For example, in a
process of academic domain, the location entity can
be characterized by the region attribute. The time
entity may be characterized by the semester attribute.
Moreover, in a hotel reservation management
process, the time entity can be characterized by the
season attribute.
Contextual information represented by an
ontology specific to domain are information that are
recognized by the analyst or the business engineer as
having an impact on the business process model, and
whose values are not necessarily constant and may
vary throughout the business process life cycle. The
following table gives examples of context elements
characterizing the level specific to domain to a
management loan applications process.
We emphasize that it is not possible to enumerate
exhaustively the entire relevant context element and
this even in a particular business domain. In our
approach, contextual data can be collected using
several methods. They can be explicitly collected
from actors, for example through questionnaires or

by observing the working methods and the actor
behavior. They can also be inferred from other
contextual information using inference rules. Figure 3
shows the partial definition of the ontology specific
to the business domain “Loan request management”.
In addition to the generic entities defined in the upper
ontology, a set of context entities is defined to model
the characteristics specific to this field.

this language. We show in this section the possibility
to express the proposed context model with OWL.
For the upper ontology, entities of the proposed
model are represented with OWL abstract classes.
Regarding domain specific ontologies, they can
extend the abstract classes by subclasses. A class
hierarchy is defined. The constructor “subClassOf”
allows structuring entities into a hierarchy of classes
and subclasses in order to extend the upper ontology
with new concepts specific to the domain.
Attributes are represented in OWL using
properties: DatatypeProperty. The DatatypeProperty
property is a relationship between a value or a data
and a class instance; this is the equivalent of a table
field and a relational database. Contextual
relationships are represented by properties in OWL
with ObjectProperty properties type. ObjectProperty
property is defined between two individuals of a class
or several OWL classes. Each of them is associated
with a set of properties.
Table 2. Capture methods
Context element

Type

Capture methods

Actor availability

Logic

Actor experience
Actor recency
Loan application
importance
Loan amount
Completeness request
Application loan state

Logic
Logic
Logic

{Explicit, electronic agenda
access}
Deduced
Explicit
Deduced

Logic
Logic
Logic

IS access
{Explicit, IS access}
{IS access, Process trace}

4.4. Reasoning on the context

Figure 3. Partial definition of the domain specific
context ontology

4.3. Expressions of the context model with
OWL language
OWL (Web Ontology Language) [38] is one of
the languages most widely used for the expression of
ontologies [16]. The large number of available tools
for defining, processing, interpretation and
interrogation of OWL justify the great popularity of

Reasoning on the context consists in using
contextual information in an intelligent way by using
techniques of interpretation and knowledge inference.
It is clear that a business process engineering
approach that supports context-awareness process
approach must have methods of reasoning to interpret
contextual information and derive new knowledge
from other. Reasoning about the context can be (i)
"user-defined": the user defines explicit reasoning
rules, or (ii) "implicit", e.g. ontological reasoning
based on rules on classes and properties of an
ontology. Some contextual information can be
deduced, explicitly or implicitly, from other less
abstract knowledge.
4.4.1. User-defined reasoning. The reasoning
defined by the user is a flexible reasoning way that
allows the user to define explicitly reasoning rules for
deriving high-level contextual information (abstract)

from those of low level (concrete). These rules can be
defined in logic (first-order or propositional).
Consider the example of the context attribute
“Passenger affluence”, its value can be deduced from
the value of the attribute “Number of passengers”.
This requires defining, explicitly, a reasoning rule
specifying for example that if the number of
passengers exceeds a certain number, the passenger
affluence can be considered important. The use of
abstract contextual information is motivated by the
following facts:
- Some contextual information need to be refined in
other information to enable their measurement.
- In the business process analysis phase, the
reasoning is usually made in qualitative terms. In
fact, business analysts use qualitative expressions in
order to describe the contextual information.
We propose to use inference rules to perform the
reasoning in order to deduce contextual information
and to define new contextual information. We give in
the following two examples of inference rules
explicitly defined by the user:
<LoanRequestAmount <10000> →
<LoanImportance = No>

→

lower (? x1, 10000) ∧ HasAmount (? x2,? x1) ⇒
Ordinary (? x2)

Table 3. Ontology based reasoning
OWL
reasoning
rules

<ActorExperience = No>

4.4.2. Ontological reasoning. There is a set of rules
on the classes and the properties of an ontology
allowing making inferences. For example: symmetry,
equivalence and transitivity. For example, in the
example of the context ontology described in the
previous section, we have defined the contextual
relationship “is localized at” between two individuals
of the same context entity (class) “Location” or two
individuals entities (classes) “Location and actor and
Location”. Accordingly, knowing that an actor
Dupont is currently localized at his office number
315, which is part of the PMF local, inference rules
can be used to infer that the actor Dupont is localized
at PMF, since the relationship “is located at” is
transitive. Table IV illustrates the reasoning rules
used, the explicit contextual information and the
implicit contextual information (deduced).
4.4.3. Reasoning expression with rule language.
We propose to use the SWRL rule language
(Semantic Web Rule Language) [15]. This is an
ontology language integrating a rule language (OWL-

(3)

In this example, lower (? X1, 10000) ∧
HasAmount (? X2,? X1) represents the antecedent,
ordinary (? X2) represents the consequent.

(1)

(2)
The inference rule (1) allows deducing the value
of context element “Loan request significance” from
the
value
of
the
context
element
“AmountLoanRequest”. Thus, if the value of the loan
request amount is less than 10000, then the loan
application is not considered as significant.
<ActorRecency <5>

DL (Web Ontology Language) and (RuleML-Rule
Markup Language). SWRL allows the instance
manipulation with variables (? X? Y,? Z). SWRL
rules are constructed according to this scheme:
history
result. Antecedent is a conjunction of
atoms and consequent is a single atom.
The following rule expresses Rule 1 defined in
the previous section by SWRL language:

INPUT

OUTP
UT

Explicit
contextual
information

Explicit
contextual
information

(?P rdf:type owl:TransitiveProperty)
∧(?A ?P ?B) ∧(?B ?P ?C) ⇒(?A ?P

?C)
(?P owl:inverseOf ?Q) ∧(?X ?P ?Y)
⇒(?Y ?Q ?X)
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="est localise-a">
<rdf:type="owlTransitiveProperty"/>
<owl:inverseOf
rdf:resource="#contains"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<Acteur rdf:ID="Dupont">
<locatedIn
rdf:resource="#Bureau315"/>
</Acteur >
< Bureau rdf:ID="Bureau315">
< locatedIn
rdf:resource="#PMF"/>
</ Bureau>
<Acteur rdf:ID="Dupont">
<locatedIn
rdf:resource="#PMF"/>
</Acteur >
<Building rdf:ID="PMF">
< contains
rdf:resource="#Bureau315"/>
< contains
rdf:resource="#Dupont"/>
</Building>
<Bureau rdf:ID="Bureau315">
< contains
rdf:resource="#Dupont"/>
</Bureau>

5. Conclusion
We have presented in this paper a novel approach
for context modeling for the field of BPM. We have
introduced CM4BPM: a meta- model for the
representation of the context which can represent the
contextual information on two levels based on:

- a context model level expressed by a generic
ontology upper context.
- a model for specific context expressed by domain
specific ontologies allowing to define general
concepts in specific areas of business.
We have also shown the possibility to express the
context model available with OWL. Capture
contextual data and reasoning about the context are
also discussed in this paper.
Furthermore, we have discussed the limits of the
current approaches that deal with the context
awareness in the field of business process
management. Although the contextualization and the
adaptation issues are discussed bravely in this paper,
they will be developed in details in our future works.
In our future works we will develop adequate
strategies for the adaptation of business process
models. These strategies are based on a set of
operators and rules of adaptation allowing to derive
process models from an initial process model. The
selection mechanisms will rely on techniques derived
from the decision-making field. We will also develop
a substantial case study in order to further
demonstrate the full expressiveness of our model. We
will also propose in our future work a support tool for
our approach which will cover the process
management, the adaptation and the context
management.
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